Hospitals have become a central institution in our society. They embody hopes and anxieties; they provide a stage for the performance of medical careers and for the deployment of technological capacities; they occasion recurrent policy debate and economic as well as ethical calculations.

But they are also things, structures in particular places, built at particular times. As such, each hospital is a peculiar configuration of ideologies aesthetic and scientific, of philanthropic and policy assumptions, of diagnostic and therapeutic capacities, of available building materials and techniques, of architectural ambitions and mundane limitations. They reflect particular spatial -- real estate -- constraints and the social and political options that structure siting decisions. In addition, they incorporate a complex set of relationships with medical education and practice. They are machines for dealing with the unavoidable pain and incapacities of life. Studying hospital planning and construction is thus necessarily an exercise in the sociology of knowledge as well as in the history of health care and social welfare. It is Jeanne Kisacky's impressive achievement to have realised the analytic potential of such a focused study of this component of our built environment. Historians and policy makers have written a great deal about hospitals, but few have used the shaping of the structure itself as a way of synthesising, configuring and tracking the multifaceted history of this key institution.

A medical facility is not like an office or residential building; it embodies a context in which the ideas (and hopes) of contemporary science are deployed in what seem to contemporaries an optimum -- if not inevitable -- way. And it also embodies notions of social welfare and collective responsibility as well as professional career patterns, architectural as well as medical. Thus it is not surprising that so much of this carefully researched book focuses on the formative half-century following 1870 and the debates surrounding the assimilation of the germ theory with its potential relevance for hospital construction. In some ways it embodies a larger conflict between holistic and reductionist visions of contagion and pathogenesis and the implications of such changing theories for hospital construction and internal management. Logically enough, ventilation becomes a key issue in this book as do facilities for isolation. Kislacky dismisses the seemingly commonsensical notion that somehow the germ theory quickly and categorically banished older holistic, air-based notions of contagion (and hospital infection) and thus a foundational focus on air handling. She depicts a far more complex and elusive set of debates and solutions with the ventilation-centred pavilion system persisting in some ways and a relatively gradual assimilation of what might be termed vertical strategies for siting, conceptualising and building hospitals. She also focuses sensitively on several generations of hospital architects and consultants and their assumptions as well as the necessarily related site debates in their relationship to potential patient constituencies. Kisacky is ingenious in using debates over locational choice as a way of illuminating the process through which particular decisions were reached in particular communities -- everything from height and building materials to appropriate neighbourhoods. (Most of the hospitals she discusses were in fact urban).

This is a book which should be in the library of anyone concerned with the built environment as well as the history of medical care. Though focused on the United States, the author is careful to contextualise American developments with references to parallel English and European projects. The author (and her publisher) are also to be congratulated on the book's constructive and generous use of visual materials, photographs, plans, and architectural renderings. It is, in short, an admirable contribution to interdisciplinary scholarship.
